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ABSTRACT Future search algorithm imitates the person living life. If one person finds that his life is
not good, he will try to change his living life, and he will imitate a more successful person. To overcome
insufficient performances of the basic Future search algorithm, this paper proposed an improved Future
search algorithm based on the sine cosine algorithm (FSASCA). The proposed algorithm uses sine cosine
algorithm to loop-progressive find the best solution. The searching method of the sine cosine algorithm
can make the feasible solution to be re-positioned around another feasible solutions, which can make the
proposed algorithm have a strong exploitation ability. Four coefficient factors are added in the basic FSA,
and new update methods are introduced in the searching phase. To verify the searching and optimization
performances of the proposed algorithm in this paper, this paper also gives data calculation results, Wilcoxon
rank sum test, iteration figures, box plot figures, and searching path figures. Experimental results showed that
FSASCAhas a better iteration speed, the convergence precision, the solving accuracy, the strong competitive,
and the high balance.

INDEX TERMS Future search algorithm, sine cosine algorithm, optimization problem, function
optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Optimizationmethods hasmade the great progress and owned
many theoretical researches and application results. Existing
optimization methods can be divided into two categories,
including the traditional deterministic optimization method
and the intelligent optimization algorithm. Traditional deter-
ministic optimization methods mainly includes the steepest
descent method, the conjugate gradient method, the Newton
method, the variable metric method, the simplex method, the
penalty function method, which generally have the perfect
mathematical foundation and the strict mathematical defini-
tion. There are some disadvantages for traditional determinis-
tic optimization methods. The single point operation greatly
limits the calculation efficiency. Traditional optimization
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methods need that the objective function is a continuous and
differentiable analytic function, which even required to be
high-order differentiable. So traditional optimization meth-
ods are not suitable for solving some discrete, discontinuous,
derivative free and other optimization problems. The compu-
tational complexity is generally large and sensitive to the ini-
tial point selection in the traditional optimizationmethods [1],
[2]. With the increasing complexity of the mathematical and
industrial problems, traditional optimization method can not
meet the optimization design requirements of practical prob-
lems in terms of the calculating convergence speed, the initial
value sensitivity. Therefore, the new research goal is to find
an efficient optimization algorithms with the fast calculation
speed, the good convergence performance, the insensitivity
to the selection of initial values, and no functional property
requirements for the objective function and constraint func-
tion. With the computer field development, researchers pay
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more and more attention to the development of intelligent
optimization algorithms for solving nonlinear optimization
problems based on the simulating natural phenomena, liv-
ing habits of colony organisms, and the specie evolution-
ary processes. Optimization algorithms are evolutionary and
stochastic, and can continuously enhance their adaptability
through self-learning in a time-varying environment [3], [4].

In recent years, scholars have proposed many advanced
metaheuristic algorithms, such as african vultures opti-
mization algorithm (AVOA) [5], grey wolf optimizer
(GWO) [6], crow search algorithm (CSA) [7], artificial but-
terfly optimization (ABO) [8], gravitational search algo-
rithm (GSA) [9], chao game optimization (CGO) [10], wild
horse optimizer (WHO) [11], whale optimization algorithm
(WOA) [12], equilibrium optimizer (EO) [13], teaching
learning based optimization (TLBO) [14], symbiotic organ-
isms search(SOS) [15], Electro-search algorithm (ES) [16],
water wave optimization (WWO) [17], moth name opti-
mization algorithm (MFO) [18], spotted hyena optimizer
(SHO) [19], mine blast algorithm (MBA) [20], and so on [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. The high efficiency of optimiza-
tion algorithms sets the strong support in industry fields,
such as global optimization problem [27], [28], [29], [30],
0-1 knapsack problem [31], [32], [33], [34], path planning
problems [35], [36], [37], [38], image fields [39], [40], and
so on [41], [42], [43], [44].

Future search algorithm was proposed by M. Elsisi in
2018 [45]. FSA imitates the person living life. All people in
the world are pursuing the best life. If a person finds his life is
not good, he will imitates the successful people to improve his
life. According to this imitating behavior, FSA algorithm is
proposed by mathematical equations. The feasible solutions
in FSA is represented by persons. One person which can get
the best life in a country is the optimal local solution. FSA
renews the random initial uses the local searching between
people and the global searching between the histories optimal
persons. But FSA neglects neighborhood solutions in the
searching process. To solve this problem, this paper uses
Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA) [46] to loop-progressive find
the best solution for basic FSA, and introduces an improved
Future search algorithm based on the sine cosine algorithm
(FSASCA). The Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA) is proposed
by Seyedali Mirjalili in 2016. SCA can establish many initial
random feasible solutions by using a mathematical model
based on sine and cosine functions, which can enhance
searching ability for FSA.

For experiment analyses, this paper used different test-
ing functions and different algorithms to show FSASCA
searching performances. This paper gave data calculation
results, Wilcoxon rank sum test, iteration figures, box
plot figures, and searching path figures. All experiment
results shows that FSASCA owns a stronger exploration
searching ability than FSA. The remainder of this paper
is organized as follows. Section II introduces the basic
FSA. Section III introduces FSASCA. In Section IV, this

paper calculates functions. The conclusions are presented in
Section V.

II. FUTURE SEARCH ALGORITHM
All species on the earth find the best living way. If any
creatures found that their livings are not good, they will try
to emulate other living life in the world. In biology, human
beings are classified as hominids. All people in the world
look for the best living life. The future search algorithm was
inspired by finding the best living life for people. FSA formu-
lates a mathematical equations which can update the random
initial and use the local searching between people and the
global searching between the histories optimal persons. Some
heuristic algorithms begin random steps and build iterations
based on the initial optimal solution. The feasible solution
may be far from the global optimal solution, which makes
the other algorithms take large iteration times to get the best
solution. FSA can overcome those shortcomings update the
random initial each iteration. FSA uses the local best solution
and the global best solution to seek the best solutions. In FSA,
the searching scope can be seen that persons find for the
best life in the world. One person achieving the best perfor-
mance can be seen as the optimal local solution between the
other persons. One person achieving the best performance
in a country over some years represents the optimal global
solution between the other persons.

FSA is built based on mathematical equations and starts
steps based on random solutions:

S (i, :) = Lb+ (Ub− Lb) ∗ rand (1, d) (1)

where S(i,:) means the i-th solution, Lb and Ub mean the
lower limit bounds and the upper limit bounds, rand is the uni-
formly distributed pseudo-random number in d dimensions.

After building all solutions, each solution can be seen as
the local solution (LS), and the best solution can be seen
as the global solution (GS), and then the algorithm starts its
iterations to find the optimal solution.

First, the searching process in FSA depends on the LS
supporting the exploitation characteristic.

S (i, :)L = (LS (i, :) − S (i, :)) ∗ rand (2)

Second, the FSA searching process in the searching scope
depends on the GS supporting the exploitation characteristic.

S (i, :)G = (GS − S (i, :)) ∗ rand (3)

After calculating the local convergence and the global
convergence, each solution can be updated by:

S (i, :) = S (i, :) + S (i, :)L + S (i, :)G (4)

The algorithm updates the GS and LS. And each solution
can be updated by:

S (i, :) = GS + (GS − S (i, :)) ∗ rand (5)
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TABLE 1. Basic information of benchmark function.

Finally, FSA will check the GS and LS due to the updating
of initial, and will update them if there are better solutions
than the GS and LS.

The FSA iterative process can be presented as follows:
Step 1. Randomly defines the initial population size,

defines the objective function and its searching space. Set the
maximum number of iterationsMax. Set t = 1. Set the lower
limit bounds Lb and the upper limit bounds Ub. Calculate
the initial global solution GS, the initial local solution LS.
Initialize by Equation (1).

Step 2. The search in each country depends on the LS
in Equation (2), the search in the overall world depends on
the GS in Equation (3). After computing the local and the
global convergences, the solution of each person is defined
in Equation (4).

Step 3. Compare their fitness values of all feasible solu-
tions to determine the global solution GS and the local solu-
tion LS in the current generation. After comparing the current
GS and LS with the

previousGS and previous LS, update theGS and LS if there
is a better solution. Update the random initial of Equation (5)

Step 4. Calculate t = t + 1. Judge whether t equals toMax.
If no, return to step 2. Otherwise, Stop and output results.

III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
FSA directly updates the random initial uses the local search
between people and the global search between the histories
optimal persons. But it ignores peripheral feasible solutions

in the local search and the global search. This paper use
Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA) [46] searching method to loop-
progressive find the best solution. The Sine Cosine Algorithm
is proposed by Seyedali Mirjalili in 2016. Sine and cosine
are mathematical terms and a kind of trigonometric function.
In the right triangle, the opposite side ratio of the acute angle
̸ A to the hypotenuse is called the sine of ̸ A, the ratio of the
adjacent side of the acute angle ̸ A to the hypotenuse is called
the cosine of ̸ A. The trigonometric function is a kind of
function which belongs to transcendental function of elemen-
tary function in mathematics. Their essence is the mapping
between the set of arbitrary angles and the variables of a set
of ratios. Generally, trigonometric functions are defined in
the plane rectangular coordinate system, and their definition
domain is the whole real number domain.This paper adds
searching steps in Equation (6) and Equation (7).

S (i, :) = S (i, :) + r1 × sin (r2)

× |r3 × GS − S (i, :)| r4 < 0.5 (6)

S (i, :) = S (i, :) + r1 × cos (r2)

× × |r3 × GS − S (i, :)| r4 ≥ 0.5 (7)

r1 = a− a
t

Max
(8)

where r2 is a random number in [0 2π]. r3 is the disturbance
weight, this paper is to have a more accurate positioning, sets
r3 = 1. r4 is a random number in [0,1].
The parameter r1 sets the next searching position which

could be either in the searching scope between the solution
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FIGURE 1. The effects of Sine and Cosine.s.

in destination or outside. The parameter r2 sets the moving
distance which should be towards or outwards in the search-
ing scope. The parameter r4 set the weight between the sine
and cosine components in Equation (6) and Equation (7). The
effects of Sine and Cosine in Equation (6) and Equation (7)
are illustrated in Figure 1 [46].

Figure 1 shows the moving trend of the two dimension
feasible solution in the searching space. If r1 is bigger than 1,
the feasible solution shows the outward expansion trend. If r1
is less than 1, the feasible solution shows the inward expan-
sion trend. The sine and cosine calculation pattern allows a
feasible solution to be re-positioned around another feasible
solution, which can ensure algorithm exploitation ability of
the space defined between two solutions.

The FSASCA main step can be summarized in the pseu-
docode shown in Algorithm1.

IV. FUNCTION EXPERIMENTS
A. TESTING ENVIRONMENTS
The benchmark function is a set of functions to test different
algorithm performances. To display different abilities of the
proposed algorithm more exactly and completely, this paper
chooses 14 benchmark functions which are widely appiled in
algorithm fields to analysis the proposed algorithm. There-
fore, algorithm performances can be got by 14 testing func-
tions which can objectively reflect the algorithm optimization
ability. These functions can be divided into low dimension
functions and variable dimension functions.

Low dimension functions usually do not own local optimal
values, so it is easy to find the feasible solution for algorithms.
Variable dimension functions have many local extreme points
which have strong oscillation and non-convexity, so the prob-
lem solving in variable dimension functions is deceptive,
which makes the algorithmmore difficult to the feasible solu-
tion. Benchmark functions are showed in Table 1. In Table 1,
D is the searching dimension, Range is the searching scope
of the algorithm independent variable, is the searching scope
of the function solution, so it starts from negative. fmin is
the ideal function value. In the original FSA iterature, the
author compare FSA with CS, FPA, and SA, so this paper
test different algorithms including earlier algorithms and lat-
est algorithms, earlier algorithms include the cuckoo search
algorithm (CS) [47], the flower pollination algorithm (FPA)

Algorithm 1 FSASCA
Input: Function f.Searching range. Set Max,a, Lb,Ub. Set t =
1. Population size N. Initial global solution GS. Initial local
solution LS. . Initial global function GF.
Output: GS.
For 1 i=1:N
S(i,:)=Lb+ (Ub-Lb) ∗ rand
Record initial global solution GS, initial local solution LS,
initial global function GF.
End For 1
While (t<Max)
For 2 in =1:N
S(i,:)L = (LS(i,:)- S(i,:)) ∗ rand
S(i,:)G = (GS- S(i,:)) ∗ rand
S(i,:)= S(i,:)+S(i,:)L + S(i,:)G
If 1 f (S(i,:)). is better than f (GS).

GS = S(i,:)
GF =f (S(i,:)).

End If 1
Update LS.
S(i,:)= GS +(GS- LS(i,:)) ∗ rand
r1 = a-at/Max, r2 ∈[0 2π], r3 =1, r4 ∈[0 1]
If 2 r4 < 0.5.
S(i,:)= S(i,:)+r1×sin(r2) × |r3×GS-S(i,:)|

Else
S(i,:)= S(i,:)+r1 × cos(r2) ×|r3 × GS-S(i,:)|

End If 2
Check the GS and LS due to the updating of initial
End For 2

t = t +1
End While

[48], and the simulated annealing algorithm (SA) [49]. Latest
algorithms include the crow search algorithm (CSA) [7], the
giza pyramids construction (GPC) [50], the jellyfish search
(JS) optimizer [25], the sine cosine algorithm (SCA) [46],
and the spotted hyena optimizer (SHO) [19]. All algorithm
initial parameters in this paper were selected by original
algorithm literatures. All algorithm searching process can be
found in original algorithm literatures. CS and FPA were
proposed by Xin-She Yang. Cuckoos reproduces their eggs
in other nests, and remove host eggs to enhance incubation
probability. CS was encouraged by the cuckoos hatch mech-
anism. In CS, the discovery probability and the step was equal
to 0.25. FPA has the biotic searching step and the cross-
pollination searching step. Two searching steps can be seen as
the pollination action with pollen-carrying pollinators having
the lévy flight trajectory. FPA has two parameters p and β,
p = 0.8, β = 1.5. SA proposed in the early 1980s was the
physical annealing process algorithm. The SA principle is to
make the solid metal get a large temperature, and make metal
atoms have some random states. SA has two parameters T and
k , T = 100, k = 0.95. CSA,which was proposed by Alireza
Askarzadeh in 2016, is a Swarm intelligence algorithmwhich
is based on crows storing their excess food in hiding places
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TABLE 2. Comparison of results for 2 dimension functions.

and retrieving it.In CSA, fl leads to the local searching and
large values results in global searching, fl = 2. GPC, which
was mainly proposed in 2020, is inspired by the ancient
past having good metaheuristic algorithm characteristics to
deal with many issues. JS, which was mainly proposed by
Jui-Sheng Chou and Dinh-Nhat Truong in 2020.is inspired

by the behavior of jellyfish involving their following the
ocean current, γ = 0.1 SCA, which was mainly proposed
by Seyedali Mirjalil, is inspired by searching the best solu-
tion using a mathematical model based on sine and cosine
function. SHO, which was mainly proposed by Gaurav Dhi-
man and Vijay Kumar in 2017, is the social relationship
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TABLE 3. Comparison of results for 50/100/300 dimension functions.

between spotted hyenas and collaborative behaviors, mainly
steps include the prey searching, the encircling, and the
attacking prey. In SHO, rd1 and rd2 are random vectors in
the range of [0, 1]. The population size and the maximum

number of iterations were 20 and 500 in this paper, and
each algorithm was ran in 10 times. All algorithm experi-
ment environment was in the Windows 7 operating system,
Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-7100 CPU, RAM equals to 8GB.
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FIGURE 2. The flowchart for FSASCA.

All algorithm programs, data, and figures were completed in
MATLA.

B. NUMERICAL CALCULATION DISCUSSIONS
To display different algorithm performances, this paper
selects three calculation evaluation indexes. In Tables 2 and
Tables 3, Min, Max and Std represent the minimum func-
tion value, the maximum function value, and standard devi-
ation. Table 2 shows the two dimension functions calcula-
tion results. Tables 3 show 50/100/300 dimension functions
calculation results. NO means that the computer cannot give
the calculated value because of the large data. The standard
deviation is most commonly used in the probability statistics
as the measurement basis for the degree of statistical distribu-
tion, it can reflect the degree of dispersion among individuals
in the group. For two dimension functions, FSASCA can get
the ideal function values in f1, f2, f7 to f10(D=2), f12(D=2) to
f14(D=2). FSASCA can get the ideal values of three calcula-
tion evaluation indexes in f2, f7, f10(D=2), f12(D=2), f13(D=2),
f14(D=2). FSA can get the ideal function values in f1, f2, f7,
f9(D=2), f14(D=2). CSA can get the ideal function values in f1,
f2. GPC can get the ideal function values in f1 to f3. GPC can
get the ideal values of three calculation evaluation indexes in

f1 to f3. JS can get the ideal function values in f1 to f4, f10(D=2).
JS can get the ideal values of three calculation evaluation
indexes in f1 to f4. SCA can get the ideal function values
in f1 to f3. SCA can get the ideal values of three calcula-
tion evaluation indexes in f1 to f3. SHO can get the ideal
function values of three calculation evaluation in f1 to f3, f7
to f9, f12(D=2) to f14(D=2). For variable dimension functions
(D=50/100/D=300), FSASCA can get all ideal function val-
ues except f13(D=300). FSA can get the ideal function val-
ues in f9(D=50), f11(D=50) to f14(D=50), f11(D=100), f14(D=100),
f11(D=300), f13(D=300), f14(D=300). SHO can get the ideal
function values in f9(D=50), f12(D=50), f14(D=50), f9(D=100),

f12(D=100) to f14(D=100), f9(D=300), f12(D=300) to f14(D=300).
Numerical calculation discussions show the FSASCA has a
strong searching ability in solving different dimension.

C. ITERATION DISCUSSIONS
Iteration is a mathematic activity that repeats the feed-
back process, usually to approximate the desired goal or
result. Each mathematic activity is called an iteration, and
each iteration result will be applied as the initial value
of the next iteration. In mathematics, iteration function is
the object of in-depth study in algorithm. Figure 3 and
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FIGURE 3. Convergence curves for functions (D=2).

Figure 4 show the optimal iteration curve of all algorithms
handling different functions under 10 independent runs.
To see the algorithm performance more intuitively, this paper

uses the semilogarithmic coordinate system to show iter-
ation figures. Based on the plane rectangular coordinate
system, if there is only one logarithmic coordinate axis in
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FIGURE 4. Convergence curves for functions (D=50/100/300).
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FIGURE 5. Box-plot charts of low dimension functions.

horizontal and vertical coordinates axes, the plane rectan-
gular coordinate system means a semi logarithmic coordi-
nate system. The logarithmic coordinate system refers to

the position of each point corresponding to the logarithmic
image in the two dimension rectangular coordinate system
Figure 3 is two dimension function iteration curve (D = 2).
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FIGURE 6. Box-plot charts of variable dimension functions (D=2).

FIGURE 7. Box-plot charts of variable dimension functions (D=50).

Figure 4 is high dimension function iteration curve (D =

50/100/300). Compared with different algorithms, FSASCA
has the fastest iteration curve except f3, f4, f13(D=300), which
displays that FSASCA can arrive the feasible solution more

quickly. In f3, GPC has the fastest iteration curve. In f4,
JS has the fastest iteration curve. In f13(D=300), FSA has
the fastest iteration curve.Therefore, iteration curve results
show that the proposed algorithm owns an eminent capability
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FIGURE 8. Box-plot charts of Variable dimension functions (D=100).

FIGURE 9. Box-plot charts of variable dimension functions (D=300).

to find feasible function solution areas and enhance the
searching large drifting capability. FSASCA can adequately
escape unstable searching areas and function subsidence
point.

D. BOX PLOT DISCUSSIONS
The box plot is mainly used to show distribution character-
istics of original data and multiple groups data. Box plot can
find out the upper edge, lower edge, median and two quartiles
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FIGURE 10. Three dimension graphical of benchmark functions.

of a group of data, the median is in the middle of the box plot,
and two quartile points are connected in the box plot. The box

plot was invented by the American statistician John Tukey in
1977, and it can show the maximum, minimum, median, and
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FIGURE 11. Algorithm searching paths.

upper and lower quartiles of a group of data. The narrower the
boxplot, the more aggregated the data, the better the stability

and accuracy of the algorithm If the boxplot is narrower, the
data is more aggregated, the stability and accuracy of the
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TABLE 4. Comparison of the Wilcoxon rank sum test.

algorithm is better. Figure 5 to Figure 9 show all box plots
of different algorithms. Figure 5 is low dimension function
box plots. Figure 6 to Figure 9 is variable dimension function
box plots (D = 2/50/100/300). Most FSASCA box plots
are narrower than those of other algorithms. The box plot
can provide the key information about the data location and
dispersion, when comparing different algorithm searching
data. The box plot results show that the FSASCA not only
has a wonderful robustness accuracy and a good balance, but
also can avoid falling into the region of local optimal solution.

E. SEARCHING PATH DISCUSSIONS
In algorithms, the optimization path can reflect the distri-
bution and dynamic changing of the algorithm population
during iteration optimization in a real time. Therefore, the
algorithm population diversity can be monitored by analyz-
ing the optimization path, and the related algorithm perfor-
mances can be analyzed. Figure 10 shows the three dimension
and colorbar, and is the function three-dimensional graph.
Figure 11 shows the optimization path between FSASCA
and FSA. The comparison diagram of optimization path is
refracted to the two dimension plane and the contour map
on the two dimension plane. The red line in the figure is
the FSASCA optimization path, the green line is the FSA
optimization path, and the pink origin in the figure is the ideal

search position. It can be seen from. Figure 11 shows that
in the two dimension functions f4, f7 and f8, the FSASCA
optimization path is close to the FSA optimization path,
and FSASCA optimization paths in other low dimension
functions are smaller than FSA optimization path. There are
some short distances, repeated, invalid and occasional long
distance paths in FSA optimization path. FSASCA can save
a lot of computing time to obtain a better searching path in
only a few iterations, which shows that FSASCA has a high
positioning accuracy. At the end of iteration, FSASCA can
prevent the premature phenomenon of excessive attenuation
of the algorithm.

F. WILCOXON RANK SUM TEST DISCUSSION
The rank sum test is a nonparametric test, it does not rely on
the specific form of the overall distribution. In the case of
arbitrary population distribution, the rank sum test is often
used to check whether there is a significant difference in
the distribution of paired test data. The Wilcoxon rank sum
areapplied to test some differences in the distribution data.
The Wilcoxon rank sum test result is p value, The dividing
line of the p value is 0.05, it means that two sets of data are
statistically analyzed when the significance level is 0.05. If p
value exceeds 0.05, there is no significant changing for two
sets of data. If p value is less than 0.05 and is close to 0, there
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is a significant changing for two sets of data. The Wilcoxon
rank sum test results are shows in Table 4. NO means that
the computer cannot give the calculated value because of the
too large or too small data. From Table 4 we can find that the
Wilcoxon rank sum test result of FSA in function f3, f5, f8,
f9(D=2), f11(D=2), f11(D=50), f11(D=100), f13(D=100), f13(D=300) is
larger than 0.05. The result of CS and FPA in function f5, f8,
f11(D=2) is larger than 0.05. The result of SA in function f3,
f4, f8 is larger than 0.05. The result of CSA in function f1,
f5, f8 is larger than 0.05. The result of GPC in function f1, f4,
f8, f11(D=2), f9(D=50), f9(D=100), f9(D=300) is larger than 0.05.
The result of JS in function f1, f6, f8, f11(D=50), f9(D=100),
f11(D=100), f9(D=300) to f11(D=300) is larger than 0.05. The
result of SCA function f1, f4, f5, f8, is larger than 0.05. The
result of SHO in function f1, f9(D=2), f12(D=50), f14(D=50),
f14(D=100), f14(D=300) is larger than 0.05. The Wilcoxon rank
sum test result of other algorithms are all less than 0.05. The
Wilcoxon rank sum test shows that the algorithm proposed
in this paper can quickly get effective results in the searching
space and can use the exploration trend of the searching space
to accelerate the iteration speed and improve the convergence
accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, FSASCA is proposed to solve different opti-
mization problems. FSASCA is a mixed algorithm based the
basic FSA and basic SCA, which can overcome that FSA
neglects neighborhood solutions in the searching process.
SCA allow a feasible solution to be re-positioned around
another feasible solutions, which can enhance the real-time
stability and the precision in basic FSA. FSASCA can greatly
avoid excessive precocity and missing feasible solutions
around the global optimal solution in all searching phase,
and can get a better accuracy. In comparison experiments,
this paper used different functions and different algorithms
to show FSASCA searching performances. FSASCA can get
the best function values. This paper also gives data calculation
results, Wilcoxon rank sum test, iteration figures, box plot
figures, and searching path figures, which are used to show
that FSASCA can offer a large competitive ability compared
with basic FSA. And testing results show that FSASCA is
outperforms the basic FSA for all testing functions. In the
future, FSASCA will be applied in industry problems to find
different parameters. Then, the research will discuss on the
discrete FSASCA, and used the discrete FSASCA to solve
the actual industry problem.
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